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 A Contrastive Analysis of Tense and Aspect in 
English and Lòkáá Language 

 

 

 

Abstract 
The focus of this paper is on the contrastive analysis of Tense and Aspect in 
English and Lòkáá. Lòkáá is a language spoken in the central part of Cross River 
state. The intention is to provide insights into the similarities and differences 
between the two languages. Grouped into sub-sections for ease of reference and 
understanding beginning with an introduction and ending with a conclusion, the 
target however is a contrastive analysis of the two grammatical categories; tense 
and aspect in English and Lòkáá. Theoretical underpinning and concepts were 
explained with the hope of giving insights into the subsequent analysis. English 
and Lòkáá are treated separately and thereafter contrastively analysed. Findings 
and pedagogical implications reveal that the present tense and progressive aspect 
do not have a clear-cut distinction, but rather they are overlaps. There is the 
consciousness on Lòkáá native speakers on when to use the appropriate category 
to express their desired effect. Again fluent Lòkáá speakers of English get caught 
in the web of English tense forms from which they disentangle themselves only 
with difficulty because of the nuances in expressions of complicated time-
references rendered in English by combining auxiliaries which are not so easily 
translatable into Lòkáá. The paper concludes that Lòkáá learners of English as a 
second language may encounter difficulties in learning the target language 
because the two languages use different morphological devices in realizing the 
categories. 
 
Introduction 
 The history of English in Nigeria cannot be successfully traced without 
linking it with the history of the British traders and missionaries who first visited 
the West African Coast. Before the coming of the British, the language of 
communication between West Africans and the outside World had been a 
Portugues-based pidgin, because the Portuguese were the first to trade along the 
West African Coast. With the advent of the British Missionaries and Educationists 
in the 16th century came the replacement of the Portuguese-based pidgin by an 
English-based pidgin. 
 The British colonizers laid a lot of emphasis on the use of English as a 
medium of instruction at all levels of education. The learning of English was a 
declared policy and instruction iii English was duly enforced as the chief 
condition for a grant-in-aid (Taiwo 1980:22). By the early 19th century, English 
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had become the medium of communication in Nigeria: the language of trade, 
administration, internal and external communication (Bamgbose 1982:1). On the 
other hand, the use of indigenous language as the medium of instruction at some 
levels of the school system is a question that has been widely debated and, in fact, 
has dominated discussions in linguistic conferences. In particular, it is axiomatic 
that a child learns better and develops faster cognitively if he is taught in his 
mother tongue continuously over a period of time in infancy. Given the 
psychological and socio-cultural importance of language ’to man, it follows that 
the mother tongue, as the first language learned by the child to express his ideas 
about himself and about the world in which he lives, will tend to have a certain 
psychological and socio-cultural effect on the child (Emenanjo 1990:63). 
 The use of the mother tongue in school in the first years of schooling 
enhances continuity in the child’s learning process and therefore maximizes his 
intellectual development. The situation where a child uses one language at home, 
one that he is intimately related to psychologically and socio-culturally, and has to 
switch on to a foreign language, the vehicle of a foreign culture, psychologically 
distant from the child, creates a gap between the home and the school. The simple 
truth is that learning problems generally arise when two or more languages are 
brought into contact. A community therefore that neglects its language neglects 
what Chomsky (1968) calls the ‘human essence’ and a nation that does not 
recognise its linguistic character and seek to promote it, loses its mental and 
cultural heritage. 
 In his criticism against the continued use of English as a common language 
in Nigeria, Essien (1981:71 -80) examines at length the prejudice, the racism and 
the imperialism inherent in that language. He laments further that ‘the 
colonization of our local languages by English has a very disastrous consequence 
on the growth of these languages. A language is an organism and grows with the 
society as the society employs it. 
 This paper is a contrastive analysis of Tense and Aspect in English and 
Lokaa. Contrastive analysis is based on the premise that languages are different, 
and that because of these differences, the second language learner may encounter 
difficulties in the target language. Contrastive Analysis (CA) is related to 
language teaching and learning. It involves the systematic comparison of features 
of two or more languages. Lado (1957) views the phenomenon as “a systematic 
comparison that can reveal both differences and similarities between the features 
in the language systems so compared. One of the primary aims of this teaching 
strategy is to help learners to overcome language-related deficiencies. The 
structural differences that exist between English and Lòkáá pose a problem to the 
learning of English by Yakurr speakers, because of the mother-tongue 
interference which considerably affects pronunciation. This is why Lado asserts in 
Corder (1973:29) that: 

... the student who comes in contact with a 
foreign language will find some features of it 
quite easy and others extremely difficult. Those 
elements that are similar to his native language 
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will be simple for him and those elements that 
are different will be difficult. 

 This implies that where the system of sound pattern, lexicon, sentence and 
phrase constructions differ, there is bound to be structural conflict that will 
ultimately influence performance. But where such differences do not exist, 
difficulties in pronunciation will be reduced to the barest minimum if not 
completely eliminated. Contrastive studies have long been a well established field 
of research within modem descriptive linguistics, its aim is to provide separate 
detailed phonological and syntactic analysis and similarities by comparing the 
results. The stimulus to all this activity was provided by Lado (1957:6) by the 
publication of his book entitled: Linguistics across cultures. It was Lado who first 
stated the importance of contrastive analysis as follows: 

Individuals tend to transfer the form and 
meanings of their native language and culture to 
the foreign language and culture. Problems are 
those units and patterns that show structure 
difference between the first language and the 
second language. A comparison tells us what we 
should test and what we should not test. 

 It is true that when learning a foreign language an individual already has his 
mother-tongue and attempts to transfer some features of the native language into 
the target language. This paper agrees with Lado that the foreign language learner 
may encounter difficulty in the course of learning the language if the structures of 
the foreign language and the mother-tongue are different. Els (1984:44) quoting 
Weinreich reinforces Lado’s view by asserting that “the greater the difference 
between the two systems, i.e. the more numerous the mutually exclusive forms 
and pattern in each, the greater the learning problems and the potential area of 
interference.” 
 
The notion of tense and aspect 
 Tense and Aspect have since been identified as functional elements 
(formerly referred to as grammatical categories) in generative syntax (see 
Radford, 1997a &b), Chomsky (1995), Pollock (1989) among others. Tense and 
Aspect as functors are elements of UG, though, their morphology and use 
(syntactic use) may differ from one language to another as part of the parametric 
variations that are available in language. 
 It was the work of Bull (1963) cited in Omamor (1982:101) that established 
and rightly analyzed the notion of Tense based on meaning rather than on form. 
He pointed out that at any given point in time, a model can perceive, recall or 
anticipate any event. There are only three possible relationships between events 
and any axis of orientation, the axis of orientation being the point of initiation of 
speech or the point present, and what Lyons later referred to as the “now” of 
utterance (Lyons 1968:305). 
Bull established the following points of reference: 
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i. PP - The point of initiation of speech which serves as the primary axis of 
orientation, the point present (PP) of a tense system.  

ii. RP - Retrospective Point, a point which must have served as the point of 
initiation of speech at sometime prior to the actual initiation of speech. 
For example, when a person says “I saw the man” what he is actually 
doing is recollecting that at some point in time prior to the moment of 
utterance, the event of seeing took place. 

iii. AP - This is an anticipated point in time posterior to the point of initiation 
of speech. It indicates a future point in time when it is anticipated that 
an event will take place (Omamor 1982:101). 

 The fact is that recollection and anticipation are themselves events which 
can only take place at PP, only their contents can be anterior to or posterior to PP. 
Another fact is that every event has length, and in addition three aspects, 
beginning, a middle and an end. All languages have tense though all do not 
necessarily have the same tenses or the same surface representation of tense. 
Within the scope of time and order relationships of before - after, tense indicates 
unspecified point in time with the point of initiation of speech serving as the 
primary axis of orientation while tense temporally locates the situation described 
by an element in terms of simultaneity with, anteriority to or posteriority to the 
point of initiation of speech, aspect reflects the temporal relationship between 
either: 
i.  The point of initiation of speech and the internal temporal structure of the 

event described by an element, or 
ii.  The internal structure of a specific background situation described by one 

element and the totality of the situation referred to by another,, by being 
sensitive to whether if it is the beginning, the middle, and the end or the 
whole of one that is simultaneous with, anterior to, or posterior to the other 
(Omamor 1982) cited in Taiwo 2003:773-774). Let us therefore discuss 
these concepts/notions specifically one by one beginning with tense. 

 
Tense 
 Givón (1993) undertook a functional-based introduction of the English 
Grammar and distinguished four tenses in English: past, present, future and 
habitual. According to him, the habitual tense codes an event (or state) that either 
occurs always or is timeless, or whose event-time is left unspecified. He went 
further to assert that the simple-unmarked-form of the English verb is often 
labeled, mistakenly, the ‘present’ and that this is the verb form that requires third-
person singular subject agreement coded by the suffix /-s/ as in: 
 “He/she/it falls” 
 This paper however disagrees with Givon that English has habitual tense 
because the whole of his analysis of habitual tense is already encapsulated in the 
‘non-past’ tense distinct from the ‘past’, and is therefore better accommodated in 
the ‘present tense’. Habituality is better appreciated with regard to ‘Aspect’ rather 
than ‘Tense’. 
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 This paper also disagrees with Givón (1993) that English has ‘future 
tense’ because future time in English is only made reference to or expressed by 
the use of modal devices (auxiliaries). However, the paper agrees with Fowler 
(1971:68), Lyons (1971:306), Quirk, R. & Greenbaum, S (1973:47), Radford 
(1988:287) and Ekere (1991:238) that English operates a bipartite system of tense 
opposition viz: ‘past’ and ‘non-past’. Tense, therefore, according to Essien 
(1991:5) is a grammatical device by means of which a situation - an event, a 
process, a state or activity - is located in time in relation to the moment of speech 
as a point of reference or deictic centre’. Such a device may employ one or more 
of the following, depending on language: affixes, process morphemes, 
suprasegmental features, syllable structure, particles, auxiliaries, syntactic 
processes, or periphrastic expressions. 
 According to Comrie (1976:2), ‘the category of tense relates the time of the 
situation referred to some other time, usually to the moment of speaking’. Comrie 
divided tense into two possible time references namely: the absolute time 
reference and the relative time reference. The absolute time reference relates the 
time of a situation described to the present moment. The time reference is divided 
into three viz: past, present and future. In the relative time reference, instead of 
the time of a situation being located relative to the present moment, it is related to 
the time of some other situation. 
 Tense, according to Stockwell (1977:39) ‘specifies the temporal status of the 
event vis-a-vis the moment of speaking’. Cognitively, tense is a discourse 
modifier in the sense that it specifies the temporal relation that holds between the 
speaker and the event he is relating, not just in that one sentence but in the whole 
discourse of which it is part. Tense is therefore a predicate whose domain is the 
entire sentence (or discourse). Though not all languages have tense, it is probably 
true to say that all languages have various deictic adverbs or particles of time, 
comparable with the English words ‘now’, ‘then’, ‘recently’, ‘soon’, ‘today’, 
‘yesterday’ etc which provide the means, when it is necessary or desirable for 
drawing deictic temporal distinction of the kind that are obligatory, and 
grammaticalised in the fullest sense as tense-distinctiolis, in such language as 
English (Lyons1977:679). Lyons goes further to say that a language is said to 
have no tense when that language does not obligatorily relate the time of a 
situation being described to the time of utterance. - 
 In all cases, the category of tense codes the relation between two points 
along the ordered linear dimension of time- - - the time of speech and event time. 
The time of speech serves as the universal reference-point for event time (Givón 
1993:148). Tense, in this wise, could be considered a deictic category since it 
locates a situation temporally relating the time of the situation to the point of 
reference, the moment of speech. 
 Tense forms are usually defined as variants in the morphological form of the 
verb but some analyses allow the use of auxiliary verbs to be classified as tense 
(Crystal 1992:386). However, tense is traditionally classified into three types 
namely past, present and future, with other contrasts recognised depending on the 
language. 
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(A) Past Tense 
 This tense form of the verb refers to an action, event, state, situation which 
is located prior to the moment of speaking. That is, where the situation of 
performance ends before the situation of utterance begins. Lyons (1977:677). 
 
(B) Present tense 
 A situation or event is described in the present tense if located as 
contemporaneous (or simultaneous) with the moment of speaking. That is, where 
the situation of performance ends after the situation of utterance begins. Lyons 
(1977:677). 
 
(C) Future tense 
 A situation or event is described in the future tense if located subsequent to 
the moment of speaking. Lyons (1977:677). 
 In view of the above definitions, Lyons (1977:677) asserts that the 
distinction of past, present and future is essential to the notion to tense and that 
the future is like the past, except that it follows, rather than precedes, the present 
in the infinitely extensible unidimensional continuum of time. Futurity is never a 
purely temporal concept. It necessarily includes an element of prediction or some 
related modal notions. This does not mean that languages could not in principle, 
treat predictions as being grammatically parallel with statements about the past or 
present. 
 
Aspect 
 Crystal (1992:29) defines aspect as a grammatical category which marks the 
duration or type of temporal activity denoted by the verb. Comrie (1976:3) gives a 
more general and acceptable definition of aspect as ‘different ways of viewing the 
internal temporal constituency of a situation: the whole of the situation is 
presented as a single unanalysable whole, with beginning, middle and end rolled 
into one’. 
When a language makes a systematic distinction along temporal distinction or 
contour, aspect is said to be grammaticalised. However, one of the semantic 
burdens of aspectual indicators is to mark whether the event is being referred to at 
its initiation or termination, or along the way between those terminals. 
 Aspectual notions are usually confused with tense. To overcome such 
confusion is to be able to acquaint oneself with the major distinction between 
tense and aspect as shown in the following explanation. Although both tense and 
aspect are concerned with time, they are concerned with time in different ways. 
Tense, is a deictic category i.e. locates situations in time, usually with reference to 
other situations. In contrast, aspect is not concerned with relating the time of the 
situation to any other time-point, but rather with the internal temporal 
constituency of the one situation; one would further state the difference as one 
between situation-internal time (aspect) and situation-external time (tense). Tense 
is deictic while aspect is non-deictic since it (aspect) is concerned with the 
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temporal distribution or contour of a situation. The following aspectual forms are 
identified: 
 
(A) Perfective aspect 
 The term ‘perfective’ contrasts with ‘imperfective’ and denotes a completed 
action or situation at the time of speaking viewed in its entirety, without explicit 
reference to internal temporal constituency of a situation. In the traditional 
grammatical terminologies of some languages, the term ‘aoristic’ is 
interchangeable with ‘perfective’, however, the term aorist is restricted to 
perfectivity in the past tense. 
 It follows therefore that perfective forms can be used for situations that are 
internally complex and which last for a considerable period of time, or include a 
number of distinct internal phrases, provided only that the whole of the situation 
is subsumed as a single whok\ (Comrie 1976:21). Clearly, the internal structure of 
such situations cannot be referred to directly by the choice of a perfective form, 
since this is precisely what perfective forms cannot indicates, but such reference 
can be made explicitly by other means, such as the lexical meaning of the verb 
involved, or other aspectual oppositions, or other facets of the context. 
 
(B) Progressive aspect 
 The progressive or ‘continuous’ aspect is definable as imperfectivity that is 
not occasioned by habituality. Givon (1993:153) asserts that ‘progressive aspect 
converts a temporally compact, bounded, terminated event, one that has sharp 
temporal boundaries into a temporally diffuse, unbounded, ongoing process, 
which thus resembles a state’. 
 Progressiveness is not incompatible with habituality: a given situation can 
be viewed both as habitual, and as progressive, i.e. each individual occurrence of 
the situation is presented as being progressive, and the sum total of all these 
occurrences is presented as being habitual. Just as habituality does not determine 
progressiveness, so equally progressiveness does not determine habituality i.e. a 
situation can be viewed as progressive without being viewed as habitual. Thus, in 
a more general definition, progressiveness can be viewed as a combination of 
progressive meaning and non-stative meaning (Comrie 1976:33-35). 
(C) Habitual aspect 
The habitual or ‘iterative’ aspect expresses the repetition of a situation. This form 
o f‘aspect’ describes a situation which is characteristic* of an extended period of 
time, so extended that the situation referred to is viewed not as an accidental 
property of the moment but, precisely, as a characteristic feature of a whole 
period (Comrie 1976:27). 
 
Tense and aspect in English 
 
Tense in English 
 Fowler (1971:69) and Radford (1988:287) assert that tense in English is a 
binary choice [±past]: a sentence is either marked as past or not marked at all. 
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However, it is better not to speak of 'past’ versus ‘present’, because the two terms 
are not exactly complementary: while ‘past’ denotes ‘before-the-present-time’ 
unequivocally, ‘present’ makes no such simple reference to ‘time’. English has no 
future tense, but makes reference to future time by the use of modal devices (often 
reinforced or clarified by adverbials). 
 Ekere (1991:238) buttresses Fowler’s and Radford’s position by showing 
that recent analyses reveal bipartite systems of tense opposition in English 
namely: present tense and past tense. According to him, Lyons (1971:302) 
modified it as past and non-past, and reasoned that whereas the past form is 
positively marked as past, the present form is unmarked. That is, “… whereas the 
past tense does typically refer to ‘before-now’, the non-past is not restricted to 
what is contemporaneous with the time of utterance: it is used also for ‘timeless’ 
or ‘eternal’ statements... and in many statements that refer to the future”. 
These tense contrasts in English are discussed below: 
 
(A) Past tense 
 The past tense in English is marked most commonly by suffixation /-ed/. 
See examples 
below: 
I (a) John arrived at Lagos late  
   arrive+past  
1(b) He washed his face in clean water,  
   wash+past 
 For a group of irregular verbs, the form is unpredictable and involves 
internal changes in the verb-stem itself. These kinds are morphologically marked 
by suppletion, segmental replacement or zero morphemes. 

 
Irregular past tense forms 

     Base Form   Past Tense Form 
      
   Suppletion 
      
Segmental Replacement  
 
 
 
Zero Morphs  
 
  
 
 
 
The above illustrations show that past tense in English is marked by four 
morphological forms: Suffixation, Suppletion, Segmental Replacement and Zero 
Morphemes respectively. 

be 
go was/were 

 
went 

 

sing 

 
sang 

 

bring 

 
brought 

 

know 

 
knew 

 

come  

 

came 

 

cast 

 

cast 

 
put 

 

put 

 cost 

 

cost 
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(B) Present tense 
The present tense is marked in English by two morphological forms: the 

verbal form without an inflectional suffix (V°) selected by any subject person or 
number except the third person singular, and the verbal form with the /-s/ 
inflectional suffix (Vs) selected by the third person singular. 
 Present tense in English can best be appreciated in the following schema 
using the verb 
'work’ 
 
2(a)     Work hard for a living 
    Pres. +vo 
 
 
 
(b)     

Work hard for a living 
   Pres. +vo 
 
(C) Future tense 
 Future tense refers to an event (or state) which follows the time of speech. 
English has no future tense, but makes reference to future time by the use of: 
3(a) Modal auxiliaries ‘will’ and ‘shall’. Example: 

(i) She will leave at midnight  
 Modal aux.+ Fut.  

(ii)  I shall travel to Abuj a next week 
   Modal aux.+ Fut. 
(b)  Complex auxiliaries ‘be going to’. Example: 
(i)  She is going to leave right away 
 Complex aux.+ Fut. 
(ii)  She is going to wed in a month’s time  
 Complex aux.+ Fut. 
(c)  Progressive auxiliary ‘be...ing’. Example: 
(i)  The plane is taking off at 5.20am. 
   Pres, take+prog. 
(ii)  She is leaving. 
 Pres.leave+prog. 
 
Aspect in English 
 Aspect in English encompasses a group of heterogeneous semantic and 
pragmatic categories. Some involve temporal properties of the event, such as 
boundedness, sequentially or temporal gapping. Others involve purely pragmatic 
notions such as relevance. Others yet involve more subtle facts of the perspective 
taken by the speaker (Givo'n 1993:152). 
 Aspect characterises the manner, duration, repetition etc of an action or state 
relative to a time scale. The aspectual systems of English distinguish between the 

I 

 
We 

 

You 

 

They 

 

He  

 
she 
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perfective and the imperfective, with the imperfective sub-divided into the 
progressive and the habitual. The aspectual distinctions are shown below. 
 
Perfective aspect 
 The perfective aspect denotes that an event has been terminated or 
accomplished before the reference time. The perfective aspect in English can be 
in the past, present or future, and is marked by the auxiliary ‘have’ (Givón 
1993:163). Example: 
 
(A) Past perfect: Matthews (2007:293) defines this form of perfective aspect as 
‘any verb form used of actions etc seen as prior to a specific or implicit moment 
in time’. 
4(a) (when he arrived), she had (already) finished eating. 
(b) They had eaten the food before Peter came in. 
 The underlined words above are past perfect markers in English. The ‘past’ 
is employed when the action had implications for a subsequent action occurring 
before the present time. 
 
(B) Present perfect: This is any verb form used of actions where reference is 
made before the moment of speaking (cf. Mathews 2007:93). 
5(a) I have eaten the fish (partakes of both present and past) 
5(b) They have taken the chair away 
5(c) I have worked in EBSU for three years 
5(d) I have finished already 
The forms have eaten, have taken, have worked and have finished in (51-d) are all 
present perfect markers. 
 
(C) Future perfect: This is any verb form used of actions where reference is prior 
to a moment in the future (cf Mathews 2007:293). 
6(a) (when she leaves), he will have (already) gone to sleep 
(b) (when he arrives), she will have (already) finished 
 This form of aspect indicates that an action will be completed in future 
usually after another action has taken place. 
 
Progressive aspect 
 In English, the progressive aspect is marked by the auxiliary ‘be’ before the 
verb and the suffix /-ing/ on the verb. The progressive aspect can be expressed in 
the past, present or future time. Consider the following examples: 
 
7(a)i   She was working 
    Past+work+prog. 
ii.   John was enjoy ing himself          Past Progressive 
   past+enjoy+prog. 
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(b)i    She is working 
    pres+work+prog.           Present Progressive 
ii.    I am going to school 
   pres.+go+prog. 
 
(c)i    I shall be traveling tomorrow   
   F uture+travel+prog.  
ii.    I shall be seeing him soon 
   Future+see+prog. 
 
 
 The above examples show the past, present and future progressive aspect in 
English marked by the /-ing/ suffix together with past and present form of ‘be’ as 
in examples 7(a) and (b) above to express past and present progressive aspect, and 
with a future auxiliary indicator affixed to the verb ‘be’ as in example 7(c) above 
to express future progressive aspect. The examples above therefore express 
activities that are in progress in the past, present and future, and not yet 
completed. 
 In all progressive aspects highlighted above, it will be observed that from 
the perspective of the speaker, the event is described in the middle of happening, 
with its boundaries disregarded and its temporal span accentuated. 
 
Habitual aspect 
 The auxiliary ‘used to’ is employed to signal the past habitual or repetitive 
aspect in English. Example. 
8(a)   She used to walk to and from office before she had a car  
   Hab.+Past. 
(b)  John used to visit us daily when he lived here. 
   Hab.+Past 
 The sample sentences above are interpreted in terms of events that were 
habitual in the past marked by the auxiliary ‘used to’. 
 Apart from the use of the auxiliary ‘used to’ to mark habituality, certain 
verbs can still denote habituality in the present by the use of the simple present 
form as in the following examples: 
(c)  He visits us daily 
  Hab.+pres. 
(d)  He works hard for a living 
  Hab.+pres. 
(e)  He always falls 
  Hab.+fall+pres. 
 The above examples 8(e-e) show the habitual aspect in the present. They 
express activities that are habitual from time to time in English. 
 
 
 

Future Progressive 
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Tense and aspect in Lókáá  
Tense in Lókáá   
 Lókáá operates a tripartite tense system of ‘past’, ‘present’ and ‘future’. In 
Lokaa, tense involves such grammatical entities as the verbal phrases, verbal 
classes and the phonemic and syllable structure of verbs (Iwara 1991:171). These 
tenses are discussed below: 
 
(A) Past Tense 
The following examples indicate the presence of past tense in Lokaa. 
1(a)   O- pàrì lèmà 
 (s)he close+past+door  
 ‘He/she closed the door’ 
(b)  Yá- fúká yèjó  
 They gather+past yams  
 ‘They gathered yams”. 
(c)  Yá - kpééná mpam  
 They watch+past+cows  
 “They watched the cows”. 
 The above examples l(a-c) express the simple past tense in Lokaa. However, 
there are other instances where the perfect particle /ta7 can combine with words in 
a string to express past perfect. See examples below: 
(d)  O'  -  tá òjí lúj í" 
 (s)he+ perf.H- (s)he eat past+food  
 “He/she had eaten food”. 
(e)  Yá  -  tá yá-fúká   yèjó 
 They perf.+they gather past yams 
 “They had gathered the yams”. 
 
(B)  Present tense 
 The present tense in Lókáá is marked by the verbal suffix /-i/. See examples 
below: 
2(a)  Ó-fùkà-ị íirmààn líwé  
 (s)he count+pres.+money her/his  
 ‘She/he is counting her/his money (now)’. 
(b)  yá-pànnànà-ị yákpó 
 they exehange+pres.+towels  
 “They are exchanging towels(now)”. 
(c)  Bèeè bímàà ya-kóóm-ị lúji  
 children+those ones+they-wait+pres.+food. 
 “Those children are waiting for food (now)”. 
 The above examples 2(a-c) show the present tense in Lokaa. The suffix /-i/ 
is taken as the present tense morpheme and locates the time of the action in the 
present when affixed to the verb stem in the language. The present tense in Lòkáá 
may also be taken to reflect uncompleted progressive action without reference to 
the point of initiation of speech (Iwara 1991:185). 
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(C) Future tense 
 This is the most easily formed verbal structure in Lòkáá. Its formation 
involves the obligatory presence of the future particle /nà/ to indicate future tense. 
The /nà/ verbal particle always precedes the main verb in the language. See 
examples below. 
3(a)   yàdámádámá bimàà nà yákpéeéà lòpòòn kòòwà 
  Warriors+those ones+fut.part.+they watch village tomorrow 
 ‘Those warriors will guard the village tomorrow’. 
 
(b)  nà ǹkóu Lagos kòòwà 
 fut.part.+I go+Lagos+tomorrow 
 “ I will go to Lagos tomorrow” 
 
Aspect in Lokaa 
Perfective aspect 
 In Lòkáá the perfective aspect expresses an action that is completed in the 
present time only and is marked by the suffix /-ké/ attached to the verb stem. See 
example; 
4(a)  ń-fùká ké iímààn lími 
 I-count+perf.Asp.+money+my 
 ‘I have counted my money’. 
(b)  yá-tàm kè lèkpá lébé  
 they-sew+perf.Asp.+bag+their. 
 “They have sewn their bag”. 
 The above examples 4(a-b) show the perfective aspect in Lokaa overtly 
marked by the /-ke/ suffix affixed to the verb. The perfective .aspect in Lokaa 
denotes that the action is already completed at the time of speaking. 
The perfective aspect marker/-ké/ can also collocate with the temporal lexical 
verb /isén/which means ‘yesterday’ to emphasise past. See examples below: 
(c)  ńikò ké ǹwéné isén  
 I go+perf.Asp.+book yesterday  
 ‘I have gone to school yesterday’ 
(d)  bèèn bimàà yádàù ké légà isén 
 children those ones+they laugh+perf.Asp.+laughter+   yesterday. 
 ‘Those children have laughed yesterday’. 
 
Progressive aspect 
  In Lòkáá, the progressive aspect is marked by the suffix (-i/yi) affixed to 
the verb and indicates an action that is still in progress at the time of speaking. 
See examples below: 
5(a)   Ó-kòòyi ékápóng 
  (s)he-grind+prog.+pepper. 
  ‘She/he is grinding pepper’. 
(b)   yá-sééyi yétí  
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  they-cut+prog.+trees 
  “They are cutting down trees”. 
(c)   Yò-tùùmì ngnìkpà  
  we-sew+prog.+shoes  
  ‘We are sewing shoes’. 
 A close examination of example 5(a-c) of the ‘progressive forms’ and 
examples 2(a-c) of ‘present tense forms’ with their English translated equivalent 
shows that there is likely no clear-cut distinction between the two forms. This is 
the way the progressive forms intersect with the present tense forms in Lokaa.' In 
this way, the aspectual ‘uncompleted action’ is expressed by the present tense 
verb-form, and aspectual ‘completed action’ is expressed by verb-forms which 
locate the situation, as corresponding tense verb-forms do, before the time of 
utterance. 
 Iwara (1991:186) observing this intersection of present tense forms with 
progressive forms concludes that the suffix /i-/ combines a present tense function 
with the aspectual one of progressive non-completed action. 
 
Habitual aspect 
 In Lòkáá, the habitual aspect is marked by the auxiliary /-ní/ and expresses 
an action that is habitual in the past and up to the present. See examples below: 
6(a)  Ó óníjí lújí kébéé sánsànààyà 
 (s)he+hab.+eat+food tim e - to - time. 
 ‘She/he used to eat food all the time’. 
(b)  Wèèn imàà ó óní sèèngí òsèèngí  
 child that one (s)he+hab.+walk (s)he walk  
 ‘That child usually walks all the time’. 
(c)  Ó óní kpàá ékómá  
 (s)he+hab.+beat drum  
 ‘She/he used to beat drum’. 
 The use of [kebee san san aay a] an d [oseengi ] in examples 6(a-b) above is 
optional to  
Lòkáá speakers. Its presence is just to emphasize the reduplication of time or 
activity. 
 
Contrastive analysis 
 The English tense system operates a bipartite contrast between the past and 
the non-past. That is, the past is clearly marked or grammaticalised but the present 
and future are not, since a sentence like: We are going without a time adverb, can 
describe a present or future situation. Also in a sentence like: That will be the 
doctor (cf Essien 1991:123), ‘will’ here is more modal than temporal, as it 
involves a prediction. 
 On the other hand, the Lòkáá tense system operates a tripartite contrast in 
which the three tenses are grammaticalised and marked by the morphological 
tense markers of the language. However, in spite of the bipartite contrast of 
English tense and the tripartite contrast of Lòkáá tense, the simple English 
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dichotomy finds easy correspondence in Lòkáá and the business of translating 
Lòkáá simple past, present and future tenses into English and vice versa is usually 
straight forward. 
 Nuances in the expression of complicated time references rendered in 
English by combining auxiliaries are not so easily translatable into Lòkáá (Iwara 
1991:187). Examples of such combination are ‘will have’, ‘would have’, ‘will 
have had’, would have had’, ‘must have’, must have had’, ‘could have’ and ‘could 
have had’. 
 In Lòkáá, the present tense suffix /-i/ expresses an ‘uncompleted’ situation 
that is ongoing at the same time as the moment of speech or that was taking place 
before the time of utterance. In contrast, English has two different forms 
corresponding to its past/non-past dichotomy. 
 More still, in Lòkáá, the suffix /-i/ combines present tense function with the 
aspectual one of progressive non-completed action. That is, there is no dear-cut 
distinction between present tense and progressive aspect in Lòkáá. In English, 
although the present tense function can be combined with progressive as in the 
‘present progressive’, there is still a clear distinction between present tense and 
progressive aspect. 
 In terms of aspect, the research shows that both languages: English and 
Lòkáá, semantically operate similar aspectual systems of ‘perfective’ and 
‘imperfective’ with the imperfective sub- divided into the ‘progressive’ and 
‘habitual’. However, the two languages employ different morphological devices 
in realizing the category. For example, English uses auxiliaries: ‘have’ to mark 
perfective’, ‘used to’ to mark habitual and suffixation ‘-ing’ to mark the 
progressive aspect. Lòkáá, on the other hand, uses suffixes: /-ke/ to mark the 
perfective, /-i/-yi/ to mark the progressive and /-m/ to mark the habitual aspect 
respectively. 
 
Findings and pedagogical implications 
 Corder (1973:224) contends that language teaching normally starts after the 
learner has already achieved a command of the formation rules or code of his 
mother-tongue. It is this command of fluency in Li (First Language) that will 
easily be transferred to the structures, of L2 (Second Language) which poses a 
barrier in the learning process. In addition to structural differences, English and 
Lòkáá are not culturally related. The child acquires language and certain cultural 
norms and values simultaneously, which come to interfere with performance. The 
area of contrastive study: Tense and Aspect is a complex one especially as it 
concerns two genetically unrelated languages. Little wonder the previous 
researchers in Lòkáá have generally avoided it except for Iwara’s (1991) work 
that threw some light on the two categories. 
 To show the complexities of the area in Lòkáá, for instance, the ‘present 
tense’ and the ‘progressive aspect’ do not have a clear-cut distinction. They rather 
overlap between each other. However, Lòkáá native speakers know when or 
which situation is appropriate for either of the categories to be used to express the 
desired effect. 
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 In most cases, however, even fluent-sounding Lòkáá speakers of English get 
caught in the web of English tense forms from which they disentangle themselves 
only with difficulty because of the nuances in expressions of complicated time-
references rendered in English by combining auxiliaries which are not so easily 
translatable into Lòkáá Iwara (1991:187) observing this difficulty opines that 
there is no simple solution to this kind of difficulty and so, Lòkáá speakers of 
English wishing to gain a better understanding of English tenses have no 
alternative but to learn more about them. 
 The following pedagogical implications are deduced for the Lòkáá learners 
of English as a second language. Firstly, Lòkáá learners of English as a second 
language may have difficulties in learning the target language because the two 
languages use different morphological devices in realising the two categories: 
tense and aspect. 
 Another area that may constitute difficulty for Lòkáá learners of English is 
in the expressions of complicated time-reference rendered in English by 
combining auxiliaries which are not easily translatable into Lòkáá. The difficulty 
arises, because Lòkáá speakers of English are often not sufficiently familiar with, 
or sensitive to, the complexities of English tenses to see that one Lòkáá auxiliary 
quite often does the job of two or three English auxiliaries (cf. Iwara 1991:187). 
Lòkáá speakers of English wishing to gain a better understanding of English tense 
and aspect should therefore acquaint themselves of the grammatical structures 
involved in the language to be learnt. 
 
Conclusion 
 The similarities in the tense and aspectual systems of English and Lòkáá 
may facilitate the Lòkáá speakers’ ability to learn and use effectively the tense 
and aspectual systems of English. Conversely, the difference in the tense and 
aspectual systems of English and Lòkáá may constitute problems to the Lòkáá 
learners of English tense and aspect (Lado, 1957). This implies that where the 
system of sound pattern, lexicon, sentence and phrase constructions differ, there is 
bound to be structural conflict that will ultimately influence performance. But 
where such differences do not exist, difficulties in pronunciation will be reduced 
to the barest minimum if not completely eliminated.  
 Be that as it may, modem techniques of teaching English as a second 
language (L2) should take into account contrastive studies between the learner’s 
mother-tongue and English since to a large extent, it represents a linguistically 
and psycholinguistically optional introduction to the target language. 
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